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ETERNAL LOVE

The years pass all too swiftly in their flight
Too long we linger by the flow'ry way,
As you and I mid dreamy raptures bide,
Content to taste the pleasures of today.

Now ever more aware of deeper bliss
A step beyond,—and guided from above,
We come to kneel before the shrine of God:
To be united in eternal love.
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Voice

Andante

The years pass all too quickly in their flight;
Too long we

Piano

linger by the flow'ry way,
As you and I,
mid dreamy raptures
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Now ever more aware of deeper bliss A step beyond, and guided from above,
We come to kneel before the shrine of God:
To be united in eternal love.
FOUR MASTER SONGS BY FOUR SONG MASTERS

Eternal Love

Music by
B. Huntington Woodman

Voice
Andante

The years pass all too quickly in their flight. We long we

Piano

to get to the flower way. As you and I, and they travel on a
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My Lady

Music by
C. Whitney Counts

Voice
Con sordino—

We tend to For its beauty in her hair.

Piano

westrom Unit. For its beauty in her hair. Its precious jewel, thin or
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A Star-Rosary

Music by
Englund & Hearn, Op. 250

Voice
Moderate appassionato

I breathed a

Piano

soothing
proper
in to the air.
And let the stars be
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Patter of the Shoon

Music by
Bryan moore

Voice
Fairly quickly

Years away over

Piano

Regard of waters rises a land of Cherry Blossom.
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